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(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We prove that the Dirichlet fundamental polyhedron for a cyclic

group generated by a unipotent or hyperbolic element y acting on complex

hyperbolic «-space centered at an arbitrary point w is bounded by the two

hypersurfaces equidistant from the pairs w, yw and w,y~lw respectively.

The proof relies on a convexity property of the distance to an isometric flow

containing y.

1. Introduction

In this paper we determine the shape of Dirichlet fundamental polyhedra

for cyclic groups generated by a unipotent or hyperbolic element of PU(«, 1)

acting on complex hyperbolic «-space. We will see that these polyhedra have

exactly two faces and that these faces have empty intersection. The proof relies

on a convexity property of the distance to an isometric flow.

This fact is analogous to the visually obvious fact that the Dirichlet domain
for a pure translation in Euclidean space is a two-sided strip whose sides are

perpendicular to the line of translation. Fundamental domains of cyclic groups,

however, are not always so simple. For example, the Dirichlet polygon centered

at (0,1) for the cyclic group acting on E2 generated by the map (x, y) >->

(x + 1, -y) is a four-sided arrow-shaped polygon. In [7] Jorgensen describes

a class of fundamental domains for cyclic groups acting in hyperbolic 3-space

that have an unbounded number of sides. There are also examples of cyclic

groups acting on Euclidean 3-space and real hyperbolic 4-space with infinite-

sided Dirichlet domains; see [2], for example.
Before beginning we describe our notation. For z e C (M € GL(«, C)) we

write zT ( MT ) for the transpose and z* ( M* ) for the conjugate transpose.

When working in C"+1 we will write vectors and matrices in "block" form, for

example, Z = (z, zn+x) e Cn+1 , where z eC" , zn+x e C, and

^11    ^12    Ax3

A2X    a22    ú¡23

^31      032      033

€ GL(« + 1, C),
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where Axx is an (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix, Ax2, AX3, Ajx, Aj{ e C x, and

üíj € C. The complement of a set S will be denoted by S.

2. Complex hyperbolic space

Complex hyperbolic space H^ is the unit ball in C with the Bergman metric

[3, 5, 6, 8, 10]. It is the unique simply connected Kahler manifold of constant

negative holomorphic sectional curvature -1. The real sectional curvature

varies between -1 and -1 /4.

We shall work in the Siegel domain model of H£ . To obtain this model one

starts with the Hermitian form on C"+1 of signature (n, 1) given by

^(Z, W) = w*z-w„zn+x -wn+xz„,

where Z = (z, zn+x) and W = (w,wn+x) e C"+1 . Let F_ = {Z € C"+1|

*¥(Z, Z) < 0}, and let P be the usual projection operator on C"+1 - {0}.

*F induces a Riemannian metric on P(F_); H£ is P(F_) with this metric. If

Z e V- we denote the corresponding point in H£ by [Z]. In affine coordinates

the Siegel domain model is represented by

(2.1) {(z,zn)€C"\z*z<2Re[zn]}.

If n = 1 this coincides with the right-halfplane model {Re[z] > 0} for real

hyperbolic two-space.

The Bergman metric in the Siegel domain is given by

(2 2) cosh2 (PW>W)\ - V{Z,WmW,Z) .(L.L) cosn  ^ 2 )-^(Z,Zy^(W,wy

p([Z], [W]) is the distance between [Z], [W] e H£ .

3. Unipotent and hyperbolic isometries

The isometry group of H£ is PU(«, 1) acting by projective linear transfor-

mation. The nontrivial elements of PU(«, 1) fall into three general conjugacy

types, depending on the number and location of their fixed points. Elliptic el-

ements have a fixed point in the interior of H£. Parabolic elements have a

single fixed point on the boundary of H£. Loxodromic elements have exactly

two fixed points on the boundary of H£ . This exhausts all possibilities; see [3],

[1], or [5] for details.
A loxodromic element that is conjugate to an element in the identity com-

ponent of PO(l, 1) c PU(«, 1) is said to be hyperbolic. Loxodromic elements

have an invariant geodesic—the geodesic connecting the two fixed points—and

they act as translation along this geodesic. The hyperbolic elements are the ones

that have no "twist" in the normal space to the invariant geodesic.

An element whose eigenvalues are all 1 is called unipotent. With the ex-

ception of the identity element, all unipotent elements are parabolic. Parabolic

elements fix a point of dHç . In the complement of this point in <9H£ they

act in a way analogous to Euclidean rigid motions—each one is a translation

followed by a rotation. The unipotent elements are the ones with no rotation

component.

Any hyperbolic element is represented by a matrix that is conjugate to

^/„-i      0      0
(3.1) 0      e~i     0

0        0     ei
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where I„-X is the (n - 1)-dimensional identity matrix and t e

the points [0,0, 1]  and  [0,-i,l] e OHJ  and translates by
I. This fixes

t  (complex

hyperbolic) units along the geodesic between these points.

The unipotent elements fall into two subclasses: generic unipotents or princi-

pal parabolics and nongeneric unipotents or nonprincipal parabolics (see [6]). A

principal parabolic is represented by a matrix conjugate to

0

1
0

(3.2)

/„-i

xej

0

xex
¿
2
1

where ex = (1, 0, ... , 0)x eC""1 and tel.

A nonprincipal parabolic element is represented by a matrix conjugate to

(3.3)

where x e

In-X

0
0

0 0
1 -it
0      1

4. Equidistant surfaces

Given two points [Z] and [W] in H£ , the equidistant surface of [Z], [W]

is the set

S([Z], [W]) = {[X] € H£ | p([X], [Z]) = p([X], [W])}.

The locus of this equation decomposes as the disjoint union of a collection of

complex linear subspaces along a real curve in H£ ; see [9] for details. Because

of this decomposition Mostow has termed these equidistant surfaces spinal hy-

persurfaces, where the spine is the real curve that determines the surface.

In [3] it is shown that the only totally geodesic submanifolds of H£ are iso-

metrically embedded copies of H™ and Hr , where m < n . In particular, since

there are no real codimension-1 totally geodesic submanifolds, spinal surfaces

are not totally geodesic.

5. Dirichlet polyhedra

Definition 5.1. Let G be a subgroup of PU(n, 1). A fundamental domain for

G is a connected open set D of H£ such that

(a) wol(dD) = 0 (Riemannian volume),

(b) there is a set F with D c F c D such that F contains exactly one

point from each C7-orbit in H£ .

This is a generalization of the definition that Beardon gives in [ 1 ] for groups

of Möbius transformations.

One of the main uses of the fundamental domain is in studying the quo-

tient manifold H£/t7. We would like the fundamental domain D to serve as a

"model" for the quotient manifold in the sense that D/G should be homeomor-

phic to H£/C7. Based solely on Definition 5.1, however, this need not be the

case; see [1, §9.2] for an example. In order to guarantee this homeomorphism

we must make one further assumption.
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Definition 5.2. A fondamental domain D for G is said to be locally finite if

and only if each compact subset of H£ meets only finitely many C7-images of

D.

Theorem 5.1 [1]. A fundamental domain D for G isjocally finite if and only if

the map D n G(z) >-> G(z) is a homeomorphism of D/G onto H£/C7.

We now describe a construction that gives a locally finite fundamental domain

for a given discrete group G. If w is any point of H£ that is not fixed by any

element of G other than /, then for each g e G (g ^ /) define

Lg(w) = {ze H£|p(z, w) = p(z, gw)}

and

Hg(w) = {ze H£|p(z > w) < P(z. Sw)}

= {ze H£\p(z,w) < p(g~xz,w)}.

Note that Lg(w) is a spinal hypersurface (not containing w ) and that Hg(w)

is the halfspace that contains w and is bounded by Lg(w). In fact, Lg(w) is

the common boundary of Hg(w) and Hg-,(gw).

Definition 5.3. The Dirichlet polyhedron D(w) for G with center w is

D(w) = f| Hg(w).

S¥I

D(w) consists of the points of H£ that are closer to w than to any other

point in the G orbit of w . This is a special case of a general notion of the

Dirichlet region of an arbitrary discrete subset. In [4] Ehrlich and Im Hof
examine the topological and combinatoric aspects of these general Dirichlet

regions.

Theorem 5.2. The Dirichlet polyhedron D(w) is a locally finite fundamental

domain for G.

This theorem is proved in [ 1 ] for for Fuchsian groups acting on H^. The

proof uses the fact that D(w) is convex. Unfortunately Dirichlet polyhedra in

He need not be convex since the equidistant surfaces Lg(w) are not totally

geodesic. The Dirichlet polyhedra are, however, star-shaped (see [10]), and the

proof of this theorem given in [1] applies just as well with "convex" replaced

by "star-shaped."

6. Main result

We now examine the shape of Dirichlet polyhedra for cyclic groups generated

by a unipotent or hyperbolic element y e PU(«, 1). Such a y is conjugate to

one of the forms (3.1), (3.2), or (3.3). The value of the real parameter x in

these forms is determined by y ; it is sometimes called the translation distance.

Since x will be fixed throughout our discussion, we will usually write y for yT.

Note that yk = y\ = yxk .

Our main result is the following.
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Theorem 6.1. Let w e H£ be any point. If G is a cyclic subgroup of PU(«, 1)

generated by a unipotent or hyperbolic element y, then the Dirichlet domain for

G centered at w e Hc has exactly 2 faces, and these faces do not intersect.

Theorem 6.1 will follow from a convexity property of the distance function

along orbits of G.

Definition 6.2. A function / : E -* R is convex if for every triple a, b, c eM.

with a < b < c, the point (b, f(b)) on the graph of / lies below the line

segment connecting (a, f(a)) and (c, f(c)). Algebraically this is equivalent

to

(6.1) a < b < c =► (c - a)f(b) < (c - b)f(a) + (b - a)f(c).

It is a well-known fact from elementary calculus that a twice differentiable

function is convex if and only if its second derivative is positive.

Throughout the rest of this section let w € H£ be fixed and Hk = Hyk(w).

A point z G H£ is in Hk if and only if p(z, w) < p(z, yk(w)). Since x h->

cosh2(x/2) is an increasing function of x, this is equivalent to cosh2(p(z, w)/2)

< cosh2(p(z, yk(w))/2). So if fz(k) = cosh2(p(z, yk(w))/2), then Hk con-

sists of those points z for which fz(0) < fz(k).

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that for each z € H£, fz(k) is a convex function of k.
Then the Dirichlet domain for G centered at w is the intersection of the two

halfspaces Hx and //_i. Furthermore, the boundaries Lx = dHx and L-X =

9//_i are disjoint.

Proof. Suppose z e Hx, so that fz(0) < fz(l). Applying (6.1) to 0 < 1 < k
yields

kfz(l)<(k-l)fz(0)+l-fz(k)

= kfz(0)-fz(0) + fz(k),

MO) < k[fz(0) - fz(i)] + fz(k) < fz(k),
which implies z e Hk. Thus Hx c Hk for k > 1. The same argument with
the convex function k i-> fz(-k) shows that //_i c Hk for k < -1. Therefore

oo

D(w)=   fl  Hk = HxnH-X.
k= — oo

MO

To prove the disjointness of the boundaries, note that L¡ c H,, so it suffices

to prove that HxnH-X = 0 . Now z e Hk if and only if fz(0) > fz(k) ; so if

z e Hx r\H^x, then

(6.2) /z(0)>/z(l)   and   fz(0) > fz(-l).

Applying (6.1) to -1 < 0 < 1 yields

2fz(0) < M-i) + fz(i)

0<[/2(-l)-/z(0)] + [/z(l)-/(0)],

which implies that at least onejaf these last two summands is positive, contra-

dicting (6.2). Therefore Hx n //_i = 0.   □

To prove the convexity of fz we will need the following fact about points in

the Siegel domain (defined by equation (2.1)).
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Lemma 6.2. If (z, z„) and (w, wn) are (affine coordinates of) two points in

the Siegel domain, then

Re[u;*z(u;„ + z„)] < 2(|z„|2 + \wn\2).

Proof.

Re[w*z(wn + zn)\ < |io*z||it;„ + zn\.

By the Schwarz inequality,

< y/z*zy/w*w\wn + Z„\,

and by (2.1),

< 2y/Re[zn]y/Re[wn]\w„ + zn\

<2yJ\zn\\wn\\wn + Zn\.

Using 2|z„||io„| < |z„|2 + |u;„|2,

M±«K + Î.|

= y/2\J\zn\2 + |tt;„|2|u;„ + z„\.

Using \w„ + z„| < V2y/\wn\2 + \zn\2,

< (y/2yj\zn\2 + \wn\2)2

= 2(|z„|2 + K|2),

which concludes the proof.   D

Lemma 6.3. Let w e H£, and suppose y e PU(« ,1) ¿J hyperbolic or unipotent.

Then for each z€H£, fz(k) is a convex function of k.

Proof. Let Z and W be elements of C" ■ ' that project to z and w , respec-

tively. fz(k) is then given by (2.2),

V(Z,yk(W)m7K(W),Z)
JA  '     V(Z,Z)y(yk(W),yk(W))'

Since y preserves *F, the denominator here is a positive constant, so fz(k) is

a positive constant multiple of the function

gz(k) = V(Z,yk(W))V(yk(W),Z),

and hence is convex if and only if this function is convex. Now note that gz

can be extended from the integers to all of R by defining

gz(x) = ¥(Z, yxx(W)yV(y„(W), Z),

and we can check the convexity of this function by computing its second deriva-

tive. Furthermore, since convexity is unaffected by a linear change of scale

( jc >-> x/x ), we can assume that x = 1 and work with the function

gz(x) = V(Z,yx(W)myx(W),Z).
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Suppose first that y = yx is hyperbolic. Then
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ïx

h-i      0       0
0     ei     0
0       0    ei

and

gz(x) = (w* z - wne  i - znei)(z*w -wne  i - z„ei).

A direct calculation shows that

±g'2'(0) = 2|z„|2 + 2K|2 - Re[z*w(zn + wn)],

where of course W = (w ,wn, 1) and Z = (z, z„, 1). By Lemma 6.2, this is

positive, which implies that gz is convex.

Now suppose y is generic unipotent. Then

7x =

'n-\ 0   xex

xe 1     z-

0      0

and

Sz(x) = ((w+xex)*z-xejw-w„ - — - z„ j

x ( z*(w + xex) - zn - xejw - w„ - — J

A computation yields

K(0) \wx - zx\2 + Re[wn] - Re[z*w] + Re[z„]

> \wx - zx\2 + Re[w„]- |z*u;|-r-Re[z„]

> \wx - zi|2 + Re[u;„]- |z*z||it;*it;| + Re[z„]

> 1^! - zx\2 + Re[wn] - 2y/Re[t(;n]v/Re[z„] + Re[z„]

= |t£7i - zx |2 + (y/Re[wn] - yf&Az~ñ\)2 > 0.

(Note that (2.1) implies Re[u;n]  and Re[z„]  are positive, so  yjRe[wn]   =

Re[u;„] and y/Re[zn]  =Re[z„].)
The nongeneric unipotent groups are even easier. In this case,

Yx

/„-i    0      0
0      1    -ix
0      0      1

gz(x) = (w*z- ix -w„- zn)(z*w + ix -wn- zn),

and it is easy to see that g'z'(0) = 2.   D

Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Lemma 6.3, fz is convex for each z. Lemma 6.1

then implies that D(w) has two faces, Lx and L_i, and that these faces do

not intersect.   G
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